A salient adaptive carrier recovery with a multiorder Digital Phase-Locked Loop (DPLL) based on Kalman filtering is presented in this paper. Using opt,imal loop gain sequence, that is Kalman gain sequence, for various optimizat,ion criteria, the proposed DPLL achieves fast phase acquisition and low phase jitter. Especially, the loop gain sequence optimized under the Least Squares (LS) criterion shows enough phase tracking capability under severe fading and can be used for mobile communication applications. Finally, the multi-order DPLL allows robust stability and bandwidth cont,rol and achieves zero phase offset.
INTRODUCTIOK
In many codeless communication applications, Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) has been used for carrier recovery in a receiver. Among the applications, the digital mobile communication requires sophisticated PLL design for carrier recovery because of high dynamic source condition and fast fading channel environment. In general, two characteristics of the PLL are required when no fading exists; fast phase acqirisition. to shorten training period in initial locking mode and small phase jitter variance to reduce the bit error rnfe in st,eady state. However, these characteristics are cont,radictory since fast phase acquisition requires wide loop bandwidth and small phase jitter requires narrow loop bandwidth [l] . In Digital Phase-Locked Loop (DPLL), it is possible t o control loop gain adaptively. So, the above characteristics can be achieved toget>her by adjusting loop bandwidth (or, loop gain) adapt,ively in an effort to minimize the phase jitter variance at any given time instance. Such attempts have been made up to the second-order DPLL [2] [4].
Under tlhe fading environment, the DPLL is also required to track the phase/frequency fluctuation. To The receiver should also be th.e third-order system in order to track source states from incoming carrier.
After measuring zero-crossing time cy;(k) of the received carrier, we get its period / 3 i ( k ) by differencing ai(k) and get its period increment y i ( k ) by again differencing ,&(k) (Figure 3) . If where
Here, v(k) is AWGN with variance c i and V ( k ) is observation noise vector with observatzon noise covari-
which is calculated as (6).
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Given the state transition equation (1) and fhe observation equation (3), we can estimate source states wit,h minimum error variance at any instance k using the following Kalman filter recursion equations (7),
(8).
( k )
Here, X ( k ) , g(k + ilk), I<(k) are filtered state vector, a priori predicted state vector and Iialman yuin mufrix (or, loop gain matrix) respectively. We can consider stability by combining (7) and (8) to get ( 12) below.
where 1' means Idenfity matrix. If K ( k ) has only diagonal parts, the roots of det [A ( I -I<(k)C)] = 0 are all inside unit circle as long; as 0 < K i ; < 1 (i = 1, 2 , 3), which means stable system. Therefore, we choose to use K ( k ) with diagonal parts on:iy. Figure 3 shows the proposed DPLL implementation according to (7) and (8). It consists of three first-order loops, and each loop estimates corresponding; source state.
transmitted currier waveform
Figlire 1: Definitions of transmitted carrier states (Constant deceleration is assumed in this figure. ). 
Thr transmitter carrier generat,ed according to the syskm model suffers ada'itive distorfion due to channel noise and multiplicaiiive distortion due to fading effect in channel. So the zero-crossing time of received carrier will show a considerable amount of jitter. When the channel is stationary with Additive White Gaiissian Noise (AtT7GN) only, the estimation of source st,ates can be solved statistically. However, when the channel is non-stationary with fading, we arc forced to rely on adaptive algorithm. To show the idra. of our approach which is directly related to Kalman filtering, we assume that channel distortion 
OPTIMAL LOOP GAIN SEQUENCES For shtionary or slowly varying channel environment, hIhiISE (Minimum Mean Square Error) can be a criterion to find o p t i m a l loop gain sequence. We define a p r i o r i e s t i m a t i o n e r r o r covariance m a t r i x p M M S E ( k + Ilk) as a cost function in MMSE criterion as (13).

P M M S E ( k
+ I l k ) = E [ E ( k + l l k ) E ( k + (13) where f ( k + Ilk)
means a p r i o r i e s t i m a t i o n e r r o r X ( k + 1) -X ( k + I l k ) . Then, minimizing the (1,l)th element of F M s E ( k + l j k ) , which is a p r i o r i zerocrossing t i m e e s t i m a t i o n e r r o r variunce, with respect to diagonal parts of loop guin K ( k ) , we get t h e L-th o p t i m a l loop gain in MMSE criterion IirMMSE(IC) as follows. (14)
where
in (15), (la), is due to the fact that R(k,I)
E [V(IC)V(l)T] is not always zero even for IC # I . This
shows a little deviation from the standard Kalman filter equation set. If we know all the statistics of the desired signal and observation, we can get t h e optim a l loop gain sequence by solving (14) with a given init,ial condition. However, in practice, the statistics are not known at the receiver. Therefore, t h e subo p t i m a l loop gain sequence is used instead by setting initial value K M M S E ( l ) = I . Here, ~"~~'(1) = I means infinite loop bandwidth [2] . The o p t i m a l or sub-optimal loop g a i n sequence I i M M S E ( k ) thus guarantrees the fastest phase acquisition in initial locking mode and the lowest phase jitter variance in steady state.
LVe can extend the above idea to non-stationary channel environment with the same receiver structure by choosing LS (Least Squares) criterion for the o p t i m a l loop gain sequence. Now, the nature of problem becomes a adaptive curve fitting to observations. l ) -s(1)) (Y(1) --%(l))T (17) where observation v e c t o r Y ( 1 ) corresponds to the desired signal in LS algorithm which is linearly estimated in backward manner with respect to a priori e s t i m a t i o n X ( k + Ilk) as (18). 
Cost function in LS criterion
Using A'-k as (24), 2 and can be evaluated easily. Here, X is t h e exponential weighting f a c t o r which represents memory size (0 < X < 1). In almoststationary case, X is chosen close to I , whereas in rapid phase fluctuation case, X is chosen close to 0. The third-order algorithm derived so far can be easily extended to any higher-order case using the same K a l m a n filter equation set (l) , (3), (7), (a), and readily calculable matrices A , C , R in (2), (4), (6). Figure 5 shows rapid tracking onto the phase fluctuation dute to fading and considerable phase jitter reduction enough to be used for carrier recovery. Figure 6 shows the tracking performance comparison between the proposed third-order and the second-order DPLL for maximun Doppler frequency 500 Hz. We can verify that the third-order DPLL tracks the rapid phase fluctuation more closely than the second-order DPLL does. I cycle 1 Figure 6 : The tracking performance comparison between the third-order DPLL and the second-order DPLL.
CONCLLJSION
A multi-order DPLL with adaptive loop gain control capability is proposed and its optimal loop gain sequence t o track rapid phase fluctuation is solved. The DPLL can be suitably used in the carrier recovery subsystem for digital mobile communication applications, especially in sever'e fading condition.
